An introduction to Retire to Asia
We love South East Asia! We love the people and the sense of community. We love the all-yearround tropical climate, the rice paddies and especially the warm tropical waters and beaches. We
love how we can do far more with far less. And we love the adventure of living in a foreign place and
seeing what we can discover.
And we know many others do too!
At Retire to Asia we like to see ourselves as the ‘Dream Retirement Lifestyle Specialists’. We assist
in helping people retire to SE Asia by providing relevant information and then working with you to
make it happen.

Retire to Asia – where did we come from?
The idea first came to me when I was working in Singapore in the financial sector over ten years ago.
During that time, I dealt with many Australian clients living throughout SE Asia. My role was to
advise on the many specific financial and personal issues that expats typically encountered.
What struck me at the time was how often these expats would tell me that they planned to retire in
SE Asia. During this period as I travelled around the region I began to understand why.
I eventually moved back to Australia and due to my overseas experience, I continued to work with
expats through two Australian Private Banks. Once again, I noticed that many of these expats living
overseas were planning to retire to SE Asia.
Thus the idea of Retire to Asia was born.
I wanted Retire to Asia to be far more than helping with financial issues. For anybody wishing to
retire, or to spend lengthy time in another country there are many more issues to consider.
Since our beginning in 2015 we believe we have covered off the major issues you will likely
encounter in becoming an expat retiree. We will continue to increase both the information we
provide and the services we offer, in order to assist people make the most out of their retirement
years.
See you under the palm trees
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